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Agriculture drives Innovation
   Innovation drives Agriculture 

Agriculture and ag-related sectors 
are a major source of employment

Advances in technology are helping farmers increase productivity, 
ensure worker safety, and protect the environment.
Here are just a few of the innovations in use on farms today.6
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Agriculture plays a key role in the economy
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AmericanAg® was founded to serve the Farm Bureau® insurance companies’ need for additional 
capacity, stability, and catastrophe protection. Today, we are one of the top domestic reinsurers in the United 
States, and also one of just 14 companies authorized by the US Department of Agriculture to offer federally 
backed Multi-Peril Crop Insurance (MPCI), one of 11 to offer federal livestock insurance products, and an 
approved provider of innovative private agricultural insurance products and Crop-Hail insurance plans. 

National Ag Day is a great opportunity to recognize the important role that agriculture plays in the United States. 
Besides feeding the nation, agriculture and its related industries also help power our economy through jobs and innovation. 

March 22 Is National Ag Day
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